In this paper, a. survey is made of the re.sults obtained '<I' by various authors investigating the properties of 2~~. In addition to these knmm results, the follow"ing theorem has been An equivalent definition for the function h is given by Kelley (l,,) . The equivalence is shown in Tneorem 1. < e for each b in B\ ::: inf fe: A <::. Ve(B) and B <::. Ve(A»).
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and "'vill be used subsequently. and B , V (A). Thus (1) and (2) hold. (iv) Let A,B,C be any triple in 2X. 1 Let Xi be any point in A.
Since C and B are closed subs~ts of compact space X, both are compact so ther~ is a point Yi in B such tha'c d(xi,B) = d(x;'Yi) and there is a point c i in In this section (2 X ,h) ""ill be shm . . ;n to be a compact metric space. This is an important result for nQ~erous applica tions are made of it in the establishmen'c of inhe.ritance properties of 2X.
\',nyburn (8) , Dugundji (1) , and Hicheal (5) all outline ,,. proofs of the compactness property of 2A. In this paper, 1-licheal ' s outline Ivill be follm"ed.
To begin, }·1icheal defines an equivalent topology 2T for 
Let A be a member of B(E,r). Then by LeQffia 1 above, h(A, E) <; r implies (1) and (2) bc::low·. a' a n n Lemma 4 If 0 is a closed subset of (X,T), J(O) and 1(0) are X T closed subsets of (2 ,2 ) .
Proof
0 is closed in (X,T) implies that 
a I . Therefore, C = \"a I : a is in is a base for the a in A1 closed sets in 2X. Noting this fact, the next theorem follo\-7s easily.
Theorem 8 y'
S is a sub-basis for the closed sets in (2'~ ,h). 
Hence each member of H is a finite
union of members of S. Thus S is a sub-basis for the closed subsets of (2 X ,h).
Both Theorem 9 and ?ne.orem 10 are due to Frink (2) . 
'tl7as an arbitrary finite subset of C, {A) U C is a finite that E is in each Fi so E V is a finite subset of X, V is closed and belongs to F(Z).
V also is a member of U since
Thus each open set in Hence F(X) = 2X. Since "is connected.
V (\ U i = t x:0 i ¢ and V c. 
This is a contradiction. If (2) holds, then for some To see that q' is continuous, let A be any member of X is a finite subset of X and hence is in 2"'1..
{xl~. 1 is in lUi'···' unl = fE,\ Hhich implies
Suppose there exists an i such that U i f. {xi).
Then there exists a y. in U. implies that /C(x)/ = I(C(x) ) is connected. Nm'l fy\ and {x, are. both members of I(C(x)) and I(e(x)) c:. CCfx"\). 'l"nus C(~x"") l tt)~) and 2 X is not totally disconnected. The remaining theorem in this section is that X is con- Lem.-na 10 There exists a real-valued function v on 2 X having th~ following properties: ( 
ponent U E is in an E and thus AO C ,\,1 c: Al and every com-
is in E 2 , and C is a chain so E1 c:: Ei or E2 c: El so HI' H2 both belong to either E1 or £2' thus either HI c; H 2 or t'~2 c;. H 1 -(3) Each E in C is a subset of \.) E. Applying E in C Zorn's Lemma, Y has a maximal subset EO. and a finite cover t B (zi,l()). U lB(y,K)"\ for Z. t·] is in This establishes that At is a segment from Ao to Al and the le~ma is proved.
2 X could now be established to be arc't,iise connected; but, for K, one additional lemma is needed. = B tr / t , for (1) there exist segments A and A from E to X and F to X, re-3 A4 . . , ,.. ( , spective.ly, such that At' 't are. Ex is in \']C,x\ ,t»), sup th(Ey,H(\X,),t): Ey in HC\y"\ ,t)"\\ < e'.
Thus H({xl,t) is continuous for a fixed t.
Again let e ~ o be given. For any {x\ in i(X) and any pair tt,t'l 'i'7here 0 ~ t l ~ t I I ~ 1, let A be a member of t' H ( f x~ , t. t ) • Then At' and X are in K and A c: X. By Lemma tt there exists a segment from At to X, so there exists an At" such that At' ~ A tt , and Atft is in WCfXl,ttf). Similarly if At I ' is in 1~( ix), t t t), then ~X) c: At I t so there exists a 13, segment from fx'\ to At I , . Thus there exists an A~t such that l.
A c: A and At-is in H(txJ,t'). Now' Itt -ttl) < r(e) tt trt .
implies that for all At in ~"l( (x1, t. ), there exists an A i l. Since Z and H are continuous, Y is continuous.
Let F be a mapping defined by F(E,t) = {Y(E,t f ) :
O~tt~tS.
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